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Abstract 

Gesture is a way of communication which involves body 
language and can be defined with or without spoken words. The 
primary goal of gesture interaction applied to Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) is to create systems, which can identify 
specific human gestures and use them to convey information or 
control devices. Gesture interaction is already a promising input 
modality in modern gaming, augmented and virtual reality. 
Gestural input makes computing more “natural” by enabling 
communication with a computer the same way we also 
communicate with one another. Computer users face challenges 
when engaging and implementing gesture interactions, that is: 
complex coordination of all gestures regularly, mastering 
approachability to different gestures, muscle fatigue and a lack of 
supporting data input that is seamless with gesture interaction. In 
combination with a lack of tracking success or failure, end users 
often struggle to execute gestures correctly. To compensate this, 
users require a design thinking framework that supports them 
during execution of gestures. 
Keywords: Design Thinking, Gesture Interaction’s, Framework, 
modalities 

1. Introduction 

The maturing of sensing technology over the past few 
decades has brought gesture-based interaction accessible 
to everyone. The prevalence of gesture-based interaction 
has changed how people interact with computing systems 
in various domains, e.g., gaming, education, e-commerce, 
and healthcare. Gesture human computer interactions 
could be more user-friendly and make it quick for 
manipulations to provide a platform for enjoyable 
computing  [1]. 
 

Human computer gesture recognition is a way for 
computers to understand human body language, thus 
building a richer bridge between machines and humans 
than primitive text user interfaces graphical user 
interfaces, which still limit the majority of input to 
keyboard and mouse. Gesture recognition is a technology 
that has the objective of understanding human movement 
via mathematical procedures [2] 
 
User’s experience challenges when engaging and 
implementing gesture interactions, that is: complex 
coordination of all gestures regularly, mastering 
approachability to different gestures, muscle fatigue and a 
lack of supporting data input that is seamless with gesture 
interaction. Unlike touch input, users usually have little 
experience with gesture interaction[3]. With a structure in 
place for investigating human computer modalities, there 
is need to organize gesture interactions into a framework 
to enable a structured method of understanding and 
designing gestures interaction using design thinking. 
 
Design thinking is a user-centered approach which draws 
on both the creative and rational thinking of multi-
disciplinary teams to develop better solution to complex 
problems [4]. Design thinking uses the designer’s 
sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what 
is technologically feasible and viable [5]. There should 
always be a decrease in the amount of users’ effort, how 
they should interact with technology, in fact, putting users 
to work is critical in creating products people love [6]. 
Design thinking provides a human-centered view of 
technological artifact design and is therefore an appropriate 
tool for serious game design. Design thinking is an 
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essential tool for simplifying and humanizing by 
embedding disclosure information in a familiar user 
interaction [7]. The main objective of this paper was to 
develop a design thinking framework that can promote a 
methodological approach to designing gesture 
interactions. The second objective is to analyze a set of 
high-level characteristics which can be compared and 
contrasted in gesture interaction and the third objective is 
to evaluate the design thinking framework for gesture 
human computer interaction. 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Approaches to Gesture Interaction Design 

Approach to gesture interaction design is divided into two 
mutually interdependent fields: the model and fluid 
gesture design and are largely based on the disciplinary 
backgrounds from different previous research. Modern 
academic investigations stem from [8] which laid out the 
first clear argument against the longstanding belief that 
speech and gesture are two fundamentally separate (and 
indeed, hierarchically valued) modes of relaying 
information which lead to conclusion that gestures share 
with speech a computational stage thereby becoming parts 
of the same psychological structure [9] 
 
Model gesture design interaction use depth sensors with 
the availability of synchronized information that combines 
movement, color and depth information to obtain a 
satisfactory segmentation from user. A series of different 
filters is applied to facilitate desired user gesture input. 
[10] details how model gesture interaction design 
combines color and depth information to obtain a 
satisfactory hand model segmentation for gesture set 
inputs. 
 
 
Model gesture interaction design requires allows 
interaction with a system approach that is definitive of a 
multi-device user interface through some levels of 
abstraction that is the concepts and tasks level, the abstract 
user interface, the concrete user interface, and the final 
user interface[11]. 
 
Fluid gesture design interaction run autonomously 
performing functions in response to users conveniently 
due to designed electronic circuits sense responding to 
human gestures. Automated entry/exit doors that open by 
themselves when people walk up to them are examples are 
fluid gesture designs. Fluid gesture design solutions detect 

only the presence of a body or hand, so the electronics 
occasionally respond inappropriately. For instance, a door 
might open unexpectedly when a pedestrian walking by 
pauses momentarily near the entrance [12]. 

2.2 Related Work 

2.2.1 Sonification of Affordances for Gesture-Based 
Interfaces 

This framework described by [13]  approach combines 
machine learning techniques for understanding user’s 
gestures, with a method for auditory displays of salient 
features of the underlying inference process in real time 
thereby providing user with desired gesture inference sets 
shown in the following figure. 

 

Fig 2.0 A framework of sonification of affordances 
for gesture-based interfaces 

Gesture-based input from the user is acquired by the input 
device’s sensors as an N-dimensional temporal trajectory. 
A set of particles, given by weighted states of the 
nonlinear dynamical systems, is evolved in tandem with 
the gestural input. They maintain a probability distribution 
that tracks the system’s belief as to the correspondence 
between the user’s input and learned models. The error 
signals and weights that result is then used to derive 
parameters for a sonification. A key problem with this 
framework approaches to sonification is the determination 
of salient parameters for display, which is analogous to the 
control mapping for gesture interaction input. 
 
2.2.2 A Framework for User-Defined Gestures for Surface 
Computing 
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This framework by [14] presents effects of gestures to 
users and elicits the causes meant to invoke them by using 
a think-aloud protocol and video analysis, to obtain rich 
qualitative data that illuminates users’ mental models 
while they are using surface devices like tablets. The 
effects obtain quantitative measures regarding gesture 
timing, activity, and preferences resulting in a detailed 
picture of user-defined gestures and the mental models and 
performance that accompany them. 
 
The creation of a user-defined gesture sets for surface 
computing is based on observed user behavior and joins 
gestures to commands. Referents use reversible gestures, 
and the same gestures are reused for similar operations. 
For instance, enlarge, which can be accomplished with 
four distinct gestures, is performed on an object, but the 
same four gestures can be used for zoom in if performed 
on the background, or for open if performed on a 
container (e.g., a folder). Flexibility exists insofar as the 
number of fingers rarely matters and the fingers, palms, or 
edges of the hands can often be used interchangeably. 
 
2.2.3 A Framework for User-Defined Motion Gestures for 
Mobile Interaction 
 
This framework by [15] demonstrates that uniformity 
exists among gesture interaction users on parameters of 
movement and on mappings of gestures onto commands 
that specify inspired motion gesture set for end-users. To 
evaluate the degree of consensus among the participants 
and compare the gesture set, an adoption process of 
calculating an agreement score for each task.  
 
The problem with the framework is that it requires 
anything extended while user is not looking at the screen 
and is then losing feedback so it seems like it’s 
undesirable. Since the tasks selected in the framework 
required the user to interact with content on the screen 
after completing the gesture map navigation, navigating 
previous and next enlists. It ties users to thoroughly to be 
able to view the screen while performing the gesture. 
 
An agreement score reflects single number the degree of 
consensus among participants. Gesture sets motions that 
required one hand had high scores than ones requiring two 
hands. The following figure below illustrates the 

agreement score for the gesture set developed by case 
study participants  
 

 
 
Figure 2.1 An agreement score reflecting the degree of 
consensus among participants 
 
2.3 Design Thinking 
 
Design thinking is a means of solving complex problems 
that focuses on the perspective of end users to better 
determine specific technical requirements. Design thinking 
builds on the process of empathizing and interacting with 
the customer from the start of the project a solution that 
meets the customer’s needs and environment [16] 
 
Design thinking converts need into demand. It’s a human-
centered approach to problem-solving that helps people 
and organizations become more innovative with the 
following listed principles [17]. 
 

i. Start with needs**user needs not system needs* - 

Empathy 

ii. Doing less – Making it reusable and shareable 

instead of reinventing the wheel every time. 

iii. Design with data - Data drive decision-making 

from real world behavior, not guesswork. 

iv. Do the hard work to make it simple - Making 

something simple to use is much harder, with 

underlying systems being complex. 
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v. Iterate. Then iterate again - Refinements based on 

feedback. It makes big failures unlikely and turns 

small failures into lessons. 

vi. This is for everyone - Everything built should be 

as inclusive, legible and readable as possible. 

vii. Understand context - Think hard about the 

context in which they’re using our services. Are 

they in a library? Are they on a phone? 

viii. Be consistent, not uniform - Using the same 

design patterns wherever possible., as it helps 

people get familiar with your system. 

ix. Make things open, it makes things better - With 

colleagues, with users, with the world. Share 

code, share designs, share ideas, share intentions, 

share failures. 
2.4 Design Thinking in Practice 
Sometimes software is at the center of a product and needs 
to be integrated with hardware (itself a complex task) and 
made intuitive and simple from the user’s point of view 
becomes another difficult challenge. In opposition to the 
traditional design process, design thinking focuses on 
upfront problem framing before solutions are explored. It 
is important that the framing be independent of the 
solutions. Design thinking is an iterative process and relies 
heavily on prototyping to build knowledge, test and 
validate concepts [4]. 
A dozen of other types of complexity that businesses 
grapple with every day all have one thing in common: 
People need help making sense of them. Specifically, 
people need their interactions with technologies and other 
complex systems to be simple, intuitive, and pleasurable. 
The role design thinking plays in gesture interaction has 
been primarily concerned with studies of verbal protocols 
and very little on addressing consistency concerns [18].  
Design thinking builds on the process of empathizing and 
interacting with the customer from the start of the project a 
solution that meets the customer’s needs and environment. 
As the name implies, design thinking is a problem-solving 
framework and not an exclusive project execution 
framework such as waterfall and agile.   
Design thinking starts by defining the problem and then 
developing a solution with a focus on the customer or user 
of the final product. As you focus on understanding the 

customer’s problem, you can then create prototype 
solution. This prototype is then tested allowing you to 
continue to learn and improve upon your solution [19] 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Data Collection 

Data collection was across two studies: an expert 
interview study and participatory case study. Primary data 
was gathered from different user application domains; 
from gaming, educational instructors and design thinking 
experts. The true value in a population was estimated with 
a sample of persons, to minimize complication. Rather 
than just the mean or proportion, the standard error was 
derived for the variable of interest, used to construct a 
confidence interval. The main reason of equality in theory 
is sampling. Random sampling is the basic selection 
process of sampling and is easiest to understand. Random 
sampling gives equality of the total population [20]. 
 
3.1.1 Research Participants’ Profile 
 
There were 5 types participants from the sample 
population selected, including the researcher who took 
place in the study, pprofessional design thinking experts, 
tutorial fellows, students and expert gamers.  

3.2 High Level Characteristics’ Comparisons in Gesture 
Interaction 

Ten volunteers, seven males and three females, between 
the ages of 18-28 participated in the study. Gestures were 
recorded using a software called Camtasia tech smith 
software which records on screen user activities while 
computing. The software was responsible for logging the 
data stream of the accelerometer sensor and locking the 
screen to ensure gesture output feedback was displayed to 
the participants. At the beginning of each experimental 
session, the researcher observed participants on different 
gesture interaction applications’ running the custom 
software. Overall gesture characteristics were grouped into 
sets of similar tasks. For example, one task set included 
effects that represented normal use of the hand’s gestures: 
navigating through an application, starting and closing. 
Another task set involved user jumping and control with 
gaming application. 
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3.3 Framework Development 

 
The main objective of this study was to develop a design 
thinking framework that can promote a methodological 
approach to designing gesture interactions. The following 
figure describes the implemented design thinking 
framework developed by NodeJS programming language. 
 

 

Fig. 3: The Proposed Design Thinking Framework for 
Gesture Interactions 

The design thinking framework has three core entities: 
gesture output, analytics and feedback which facilitate 
implementation of critical user gesture input updates and 
feedback reports displayed in real time to users of the 
gesture systems to provide alternative gesture inputs. All 
the three entities share gesture sets identifier in order to 
consume only gesture having the same identity and ignore 
the others (without producing errors). This mechanism 
links together the entire framework to enhance satisfaction 
for users. 
Gesture output entity contains the current state the final 
states of implementation. When the gesture recognition 
starts, both the feedback and analytics entities are 
triggered and the gesture is considered recognized if a 
gesture output is completed (the final user action that 
represents has been recognized). The analytics’ entity 
switches to a completed state if the gesture recognition 
finished correctly or to an error state, if the gesture 
recognition was not successful and provides an alternative 

gesture input. The feedback entity optionally updates 
gesture inputs internal state of the gesture-global state if a 
gesture output in does not recognize or perform its atomic 
action, the gesture is reset to its initial state 

Each entity in the framework contains an identifier, a 
point, a type (start, move, end) and a flag representing its 
state (consumed if its data has been exploited or not 
consumed otherwise). The entities improve the 
information provided by the device about user input. Each 
entity represents an atomic gesture that can be recognized 
from samples and performs updates on gesture state. 
Following the lead of the original input language, gestures 
are efficient to perform, so as to optimize for a maximum 
interaction performance between user and hardware 
system. 

3.4 Data processing 

Simulations were conducted using an online simulator 
called LYMB including dummy users experience test of 
normal users with gesture interactions and developer 
experts. Ten dummy participants were divided into two 
groups to have two qualitative tests: the first group has 3 
good gamers and 4 normal users took part in the second 
group for the interaction comfort test. 

In order to validate, the design thinking framework, 
repetitive qualitative simulations by LYMB recorded 
timestamps of the three main core entities of the 
framework which are real-time gesture output sets, 
analytics and feedback. The simulations were carried out 
with dummy users in line with different gesture input set 
activities including running, jumping, walking and a 
combination of both. 

4. Result’s and Evaluation  

4.1 Confusion Matrix Results for User Gesture activities 

Experimental results from the simulations of general user 
gesture input activities were presented in a confusion 
matrix. Gesture input sets from low intense activities 
provided the best performance displaying a result of up to 
90%. Major gesture input actions were a slight body 
movement action (Hands, waist, legs or entire body). 
Gesture input sets from high intense user activities 
presented very low output of 77% clearly showing that 
high intense user activity does not produce consistent 
gesture input sets. The following figure 4 displays 
simulation experimental results for the design thinking 
framework of gesture interaction. 
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Fig 4 experimental results for the design thinking 
framework 

 
4.2 Framework Core Entities Results 
 
4.2.1 Output Entity 
 
Gesture output entity contains the current state the final 
states of implementation. When the gesture recognition 
starts, both the feedback and analytics entities are 
triggered and the gesture is considered recognized if a 
gesture output is completed (the final user action that 
represents has been recognized). Gesture output can be 
used with any gesture sign made from single user 
command. This allows defining gesture output sets based 
on user commands either using hands, legs or full body 
motion, which can be optimized for the framework. 
Output entity results are shown as follows in figure 4.1 
 

 
 

Fig 4.1 Gesture Output Results 
 
 
 
 

4.2.2 Analytics Entity 
 
The analytics entity accounts for continuous recognition of 
both positive and negative users’ responses from gesture 
output during a time period. In the tests performed, the 
analytics successfully achieved positive responses of 95% 
while the user was standing, jumping and running 
interaction states in all of the test cases. Gesture 
interaction state while user was seated showed minimal 
analytics due to delay of input sets coordination. The delay 
introduced by input set conditions is perfectly negligible 
for the response of the design thinking framework. 
 

 
 

Fig 4.2 Analytics Entity Results 

 
 

4.2.3 Feedback Entity 

When an intermediate output completes, the gesture-
defined output entity connections are exploited in order to 
add elements to the feedback and analytics section. If a 
gesture output in the final entity does not recognize or 
perform its atomic action, the gesture is reset to its initial 
state. The information contained in the feedback entity 
optionally updates gesture inputs internal state and/or the 
gesture-global state.  
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When the feedback entity consumes a sample motion from 
user gesture input, it display results which can 
predetermine alternative gesture input set. User alertness 
displayed 75% which is a good result since the gesture 
input variables are dummy characters. Alertness and 
excitement received major score showing easiness of 
updating alternative gesture input sets. 

 

     Fig 4.3 Output Entity Results 

4.3 Evaluation Results 

An evaluation for test users with the design thinking 
framework for gesture interaction outlined factors 
consideration of average gesture input sets, degree of 
freedom and significance of gesture interaction based on 
different scenarios. The evaluation results were recorded 
five times both simulated with similar user input gestures 
sets without the framework and with the framework. The 
average user time turn around reduced after the framework 
by a half of the initial time showing ease to use by the 
users. The user’s average gesture input sets increased up 
to 75% with average execution time reducing by 82% with 
the interaction. Overall significance of the framework was 
a success of 88% as shown in table below. 

 
 

Figure 4.4: Evaluation results 

4. Conclusions 

The solution modelled, implemented and tested in a 
prototype design thinking framework that can provide a 
methodological approach for gesture interaction design. 
 
The design thinking framework for gesture interaction 
does not address the very specific need of design thinking 
experts and developers, but can help them pointing out to 
more specific guidelines (addition of three core entities – 
Analytics, Feedback and output) from the developed 
design thinking framework, whenever there exists need for 
a specific type of technological approach for gesture 
recognition. This study would be valuable if design 
thinking experts and system developers worked together to 
produce a unified approach to designing gesture input 
interaction for users from the developed framework. 
 
Although the proposed design thinking framework for 
gesture interaction made changes to a number of user 
activities, the study did not go further to combine another 
low-level user’s characteristics. It would be interesting to 
extend the low-level user characteristics guidelines and 
success criteria to cover higher levels of gesture 
interaction usability.  
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